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resonance wi*r different parts of one's auditory
system such as a trance-like state may even follorv.
These works are intense and are not necessarily
good for relaxation. They usually require complete
attention and are not good as background music.
Michael Stearn's Planetary Unfolding, Richard
Burmer's p[9f,]!_@!91, Conslance Demby's Sgygg
Magnificat, Roach/Braheny/Burmer's Western
Soaces. lan Tescee's lg or Kevin Braheny's ft
Wqy Home are good examples of such multi-
layered musical pieces.

Afterlistening manytimes, the multiple layers
begin to differentiate like a rainbow. Your auditory
system will be like a prism and this musicwill act like
a white light breaking into a rainboiv. ln fact,
classical music by bringing the simultaneous per-
formance of many instruments (in orchestral mu-
sic) opened a new stage in musical experience. lt
has taken three centuries undl a major portion of
our city dwellers have become audiorily comfort-
able with that invention. Then it seems that the
multi-layered new age works are a simultaneous
performance of several concerts yet by 'one" in-
strument! This phenomena is starting a new stage
of music as significant as orchestral music. lt is
generally referred to as space music. I feel ttris to
be an inadequate description of their music. I

prefer to call this invention as "multi-layered mu-
sic." Most likely in the future these works will make
the main.body of a "classical" heritage of our new
age musrc.

Finally, I need to acknowledgethatl differwith
some musician/authors such as Steve Halpern in
my understanding of new age music. From my
readings of his works, it seems to me that Halpem
thinks new age music is essentially a music that
does not have beats. Although this may be true of
his own works, it is not true of the majority of new
age composers. For example, Andreas Vollenwie-
der (who received the first Grammy Award in the
New Age Category last year) undeniably has beat
in his music.

Also, I need to site that although some works
of new age music (such as Deep Breakfast of Ray
Lynch) are conducive to the improvement of crea-
tivity, I do not regard this characteristic as a differ-
entiation for new age music. ln fact, probably
Baroque music has more suctr capacity than most
of the new age works. Yet a new age approacfi to
Baroque by institutes like Lind lnstitute of Vienna or
Barzik lnslitute of Califomia has helped to bring this
side of music to light. They have compiled the
Baroque adagios, andantes, largos, etc. according
to the moods they bring rather than the artists'
original themes.

ln this respect, some subliminal works such
as Halpem's Studv & Learn are probably a new
development in our times, although I have a hard
time viewing them as music. They seem more like
forms of psychological learning tools to me. The
guided relaxation tapes of Emmett Miller (e.g.
Rainbow Butterfly and the Healino .:loumey) are
great works which help people to visualize the state
of being they wish and to approacfi hat state
through visualization. They are the finest for stress
reduction or to deal with the so-called "non-cur-
able" diseases. Shakti Gawain's Creative Visuali-
zation tape is another example of a visualization
method which does not even have music. One
ould probably use poetry, crystals, tarot cards, I
Ching, oreven ordinary dice for meditation. This is
why I prefer not lo include these phenomena as a

part of new age music.
Moreover, the scarcity ol vocals in the new

age music is not necessarily a c*raracteristic.
There are ftree reasons for this reality. The first is
ttat he appeal of lyrics in a particular language is
minimal globally, and opera-like sounds may only
play such a role! The most noteworthy achieve-
ment in such an approach is the use of vocals in
Mathias Thurow's @4pQ that I would like to
call a 'new age opera!" The second difficulty wifr
vocals is that traditionally human voice reinforces a
particular interprelation of music and reduces the
multiplicity of musical appreciation. The best his-
torical examples of the use of this phenomena are
the Medieval Church that used choral voices as an
instrumentto focus the musicforpraise of God and
the Church. Or the use of choral voices in the
Soviet music of Stalin's era to reinforce the praise
of the state and Stalin at the top. Probably this is
also another reason for the avoidance of vocals by
new age artists who desire to promote openness.
Thirdly I think an essential non-traditional use of
voice comparable to the "invention" of opera proba-
bly has not occrned yet and we may expect break-
throughs in this realm. lview Constance Demby's
Novus Magnificat as the beginning of this journey.

The most recent development in ne'\, age
music isVisual MusicVideo. ln contrasttoordinary
music videos that bring in a story and limit one's
interpretation of music, the visual music videos
bring in pictures of nature or animations that ex-
pand one's visual repertoir6 for constructing one's
own interpretation of he music. lf you watch a
visual music video and listen to its music without
the picture later and back to the picture again, you
will find that you have enricied your musical expe-
rience without limiting itto any particularinterpreta-
tion. ln other words, tre imagery is open, in
contrast to most visual imagery of TV or the movie
industry hat are c/osedforms. This is why to an
uninformed watcher, they seem like: "So what,
where is the result? What is the goal?"

Mr. Allan Kessler, the founder of New Era
Media and a pioneer of this invention explains this
phenomena in a different way. He says that the
visual imagery resonates witr other senses by-
passing our oonscious split mind resulting in a
holistic experience. This phenomena is called
'synesthesia." His Natural Lioht, is a good example
of what visual music video can bring to our musical
experience. lt is a very well-thought work which he
and Mr. David Fortney have produced using mas-
terpieces such as Burmer's Bhakti Point. lt is
extremely appealing for meditation. Also, his new
work Structures from Silence, with a multi-layered
visual imagery created by Marian Dolan and the
music of Steve Roach, is a real masterpiece of
space music video oncept.

I have written my impressions of new age
music and would like to invite and encourage
musicians, musicologists, and listeners to respond
to these opinions in order that we can all increase
our understanding. Hopefully, we will be able to
present prominent new age musicians trrough our
lecture series as a close-up means to inform us
first-hand about this music.

The commercialization of nerr age music has
two opposite results. On he one hand, more
people are being exposed to ttris music and this
broaden s the base of tre music. On the other hand,
many mediocre works are being produced for the
marketthatare notworthy of the genre and they are

the reason many people have the impression of
'elevator music" for new age works!

One way to insure the growh of quality works
in this music is to provide a close rapport between
the sophisticated listeners with exquisite taste and
the talented musicians who wish to release only
high quality works. I hope to help the growth of this
rapport through Mundus Nows and the Ngya
LectureSeries. The kindest gratitudeformy clients
\,vhose appreciation and support for quality music
has made it possible to be of service to you. I

continue to seek and to bring you the best of new
age music at Nova Bookstore, whether the work
has been produced in Africa or in Sunnyvale.

Hassan M. Ghandchi

Visual Music
Videos

'The Confere nce of the
Birdst -Jean Claude C-arriEre
and Peter Brook
A fly-g carpet, gliding us
aloft into an aviary of mys-
tery, splendor, and ritual.
The NewYork Times calledit
the "supreme theatrical
event of the season."

February 19 - Mardr 19 Lyric Allegory

Performance Times
Thursday through Saturday at 8 PM

Sunday at 7 PM

Director: ]an McGinnis

City Lights
Theater Company

70 North Almaden Ave.
Sanlose, CA 95112
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